A recent decision of the California Court of Appeal held that California courts should not enforce forum selection clauses in contracts that also contain a jury trial waiver. For clients with California ties, this could substantially complicate their ability to litigate with investors, counterparties and customers in a forum of their choice.

In 2005, the California Supreme Court held that California state law does not permit a pre-dispute contractual waiver of the right to jury trial. A jury trial can be waived by selecting a nonjury forum authorized by statute, such as arbitration or a trial by referee. A waiver can also occur through various procedural acts after a case is filed. But the parties to an agreement cannot validly decide in advance that any dispute will be resolved in only a court trial.

California courts will, however, enforce forum selection and choice of law clauses. A “forum selection clause is presumed valid and will be enforced unless the plaintiff shows that enforcement of the clause would be unreasonable under the circumstances of the case.” Similarly, a choice of law clause will be respected so long as there is a substantial connection to the state selected or some other reasonable basis for the selection.

There is, however, an exception to presumptive enforceability: “California courts will refuse to defer to the selected forum if to do so would substantially diminish the rights of California residents in a way that violates our state’s public policy;” Along the same lines, a choice of law clause will not be enforced if the chosen state’s law is contrary to
a fundamental policy of California and California has the materially greater interest in enforcement.⁹

On October 31, 2019, the non-waiveability of the jury trial right and the public policy exception to forum and law selection collided in a decision by the California Court of Appeal, the state’s intermediate appellate court. In Handoush v. Lease Finance Group, LLC,¹⁰ the court refused to enforce a contractual selection of New York forum and law because the contract also contained a jury trial waiver that would likely be upheld by a New York court.

According to the court, California law recognizes the right to jury trial as “fundamental,” “inviolate” and “sacred,” and will not permit its waiver in a pre-dispute contract. The court recognized that the prior California cases that refused to enforce forum selections on public policy grounds addressed unwaivable substantive statutory rights.¹¹ The California jury trial right, on the other hand, is likely procedural. But the court nonetheless determined that it could not be vitiated through a contractual choice of venue. Quoting a federal case, the court reasoned that the jury trial right is “intimately bound up with the state’s substantive decision making and it serves substantive state policies of preserving the right to a jury trial in the strongest possible terms, an interest the California Constitution zealously guards.”

Handoush concerned a tobacco store owner’s claim that an equipment rental company defrauded him over his lease of a credit card processing machine. But the decision is potentially more far-reaching. Clients desiring to ensure a non-California forum may need to forego jury trial waivers in their agreements.

This should be an easy choice for certain Delaware law agreements that are likely to be litigated in the Court of Chancery — an equity court with no juries. There, jury waivers are largely redundant. Recent California decisions have enforced forum selection bylaws, even when the selected forum was the Court of Chancery, in the absence of a jury waiver.¹² For other agreements, however, the price of avoiding a California forum for claims filed by California residents might require foregoing a jury trial waiver or selecting an alternative dispute resolution procedure such as arbitration.
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